
The Natural Balance Through Labour

My principle is simple. Everything done by automation creates an unbalance in nature
that is later compensated. Let's take all Northern American citizens now. If we are to
mix them all together the race we will get is the Native American that was whipped out
by the shooting guns of the white folk. Similarly the philanthropy brought forward by
the propaganda machine of a president cannot but generate wars and casualties in the
rest of the planet.

It is clear to me that the remedy is to live in accordance to nature and at the same time
attempt to, for as much as we can, be aware of the the effects of automation driven
actions. With automation I in fact mean anything substituting and extending our human
faculties. The Romans had slaves, we have machines, the Chinese has machines and
slaves. The individual is left with one option and that is to manually undertake what
automation can do for him.

It  is  true  our  kids  grow  in  the  automated  educational  system  and  are  completely
deprived not  only of  their  soul  but  of  their  own manuality,  the very manuality  that
would enable their human autonomy. While this process goes much against nature, the
ideologies taught to them such as feminism, post-colonialism etc. simply placed them in
niches  created  by  the  apparatus,  an  apparatus  that  at  this  stage,  for  the  force  of
compensation I described at the beginning of this essay, is collapsing of contradiction.

The young and philanthropically brain-washed Germans laying in their green parks at
the peak of Nordic civilization are now supported by a class of slaves they did not want
but their ideologies created. The soda cans are collected by gypsies, their food is cooked
by Arabs, their music is composed by Africans and their clothing made in Asia. Yet their
sense of pride and their theoretical arrogance does not decreases but increases. A small
blow and they will be wiped out.

Nothing ought to be done. Nature is and will always reestablish its balance. The more
humans through its automations will upset it, the more catastrophic the natural counter
reaction will be. Keep a manual life. Don't accommodate yourself in the system, despite
our short sightness it always on the verge of collapsing. Try to maintain an autonomous
ground  where  you  and  a  small  community  can  potentially  perform  and  live  in
accordance with nature. Do not attempt to substitute your labour through slaves or
machines and everything will be all right. 


